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Mayor Studebaker called the special City Council meeting to order at 6:04 p.m. on 
September 23, in the City Council Chambers, 380 A Avenue.  

Present: Mayor Studebaker, Councilors Bowerman, Gudman, Gustafson, Jordan, and 
O’Neill   

Excused: Councilor Hughes 

Staff Present: Scott Lazenby, City Manager; David Powell, City Attorney; Anne-Marie 
Simpson, Deputy City Recorder; Leslie Hamilton, Senior Planner; Hamid 
Pishvaie, Assistant Planning Director; Erica Rooney, City Engineer; Amanda 
Owings, Traffic Engineer; Janice Reynolds, Administrative Support 

  

Mayor Studebaker led the Council in the Pledge of Allegiance. 

2. PUBLIC HEARINGS 

2.1 Appeal of the Development Review Commission decision to deny LU 13-0046 ‒ a 
request for a Development Review permit to construct a mixed use project on Block 
137 – 140 A Avenue (“Wizer Block”) 

 This Public Hearing began on Monday, September 22, 2014, and is continued now. 

Mr. Powell noted the hearing procedure had been reviewed the previous evening. He indicated 
that to testify this evening, a person must have testified either orally or in writing before the 
Development Review Commission (DRC). No new evidence may be presented that was not 
presented orally or in writing to the DRC, and no new issues may be raised that were not argued 
before the Commission specifically enough to allow the Commission to respond. Regarding 
evidence, staff should monitor that to let Council know when something should be disregarded. 
Parties are encouraged to self-police in that regard. Existing exhibits should not be combined in 
new ways. 

Mr. Powell asked if in addition to items mentioned last night, if any Councilors needed to make any 
disclosures or declarations regarding ex parte contacts, bias, or conflicts of interest. 

Councilor Jordan noted she had a phone call this afternoon from resident Katherine Werner who 
in part talked about this matter. Councilor Jordan told Ms. Werner she couldn’t discuss it, but they 
were each talking over the other. She appeared to have the same kind of opinion that has already 
been expressed. There was no additional substantive information. Councilor Gudman indicated 
he had received the same call and advised Ms. Werner the decision would probably be made on 
the evening of the 24th.  There was no additional substantive information. Councilor O’Neill 
indicated he had received a voice mail from Ms. Werner and erased it. Councilor Gustafson 
indicated Ms. Werner had called him too. 

Mr. Powell noted that those testifying could rebut the contacts described during their testimony, 
and asked if there was anyone present who wished to challenge any City Council member’s right 
to hear the appeal. No one did.  

Testimony in Opposition, continued 
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► Susan Hornung ‒ 27 Tanglewood Dr., Lake Oswego, OR 97035  

Ms. Hornung indicated she likes the development but is concerned about its location in the 
compact commercial district. It is reducing the amount of commercial space. Living units on the 
ground floor are against code. It is a very large apartment building. Because of the lake and Lake 
View Village, there are only two ways out of it. She urged Council to affirm the DRC’s decision.  

►  Mary Ann Dougherty ‒ 19170 Bryant Road, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ ceded time to John 
Bell 

►  Robert Morgentale ‒ 104 Fifth Street, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ ceded time to Greg 
Hathaway 

►   Don Graham ‒ 300 4th Street, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ ceded time to Dick Spies 

►  Judy Davis ‒ 17617 Arbor Lane, Lake Oswego, OR 97035 ‒ ceded time to Doug Schmitz 

►  Terri Hearon ‒ 1977 Egan Way, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ ceded time to Dick Spies 

►  Bill Ward ‒ 15199 Lily Bay Court, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

Mr. Ward indicated he has been a builder for many years. He asked Council to respect and 
endorse the DRC’s decision to deny this project. He reviewed the reasons the DRC denied the 
application, and the Urban Design Plan’s (UDP’s) specification of a compact shopping district. He 
reviewed the specification in the East End Redevelopment Plan for Block 137 to enhance the 
compact shopping district. He believes the proposal falls far short of the requirements in the UDP 
and East End Redevelopment Plan for Block 137. It usurps one of four blocks for the downtown 
compact shopping district. He stated that everyone is looking forward to the redevelopment of 
Block 137, but not for a housing project. 

►  Jan Goodwin ‒ 486 Lake Bay Court, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

Ms. Goodwin lives four blocks from the proposed project and is concerned about neighborhood 
traffic impacts. Use of local streets for cut through traffic is documented in Lake Oswego’s 
transportation management plan for downtown neighborhoods. Since no traffic study was done by 
the Kessi group other than a driveway count, she thinks the real impact is unknown. City staff 
expressed concern in a memo dated October 11, 2013. In DRC testimony, Ms. Hamilton advised 
that a traffic study had been submitted. The applicant addressed that by their assumption, but no 
supporting data was submitted. Currently, visitors to the Saturday Market block driveways on the 
neighboring streets. On a daily basis Evergreen, Third, Fourth, and Lake Bay Court are lined with 
cars of employees at Lake View Village. Fifth, Sixth, Ellis, and Berwick are routinely used as 
alternatives to avoid traffic on A Avenue. No traffic study would be complete without consideration 
for the entire neighborhood, from Second through Ninth. Evergreen is a one-way street at 4th Street 
and the least traveled in the neighborhood. The Evergreen Neighborhood, 4 to 1, does not support 
this project, nor have they ever been approached by the Kessi group regarding a compromise. Mr. 
Cain, of Lake View Village, worked with the neighborhood for eighteen months. 

►  Kristy Light ‒ 157 6th Street, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ ceded time to Barry Cain 

►  David Radich ‒ 669 Ellis Avenue, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

Mr. Radich has supported downtown redevelopment, but he does not support the new proposal. 
Though it meets many codes, it does not meet the over-arching code requirement of scale and 
compatibility. Scale requires comparison to other buildings, particularly those built in the Lake 
Oswego style. Lake View Village Building B is three stories, about 22,000 square feet, and 117 feet 
long. Building A is two stories, 20,000+ square feet, 115 feet long. Block 136 is two stories, about 
16,000+ square feet, 120 feet long. At Fourth Street, the Banner Bank Building is three stories, 
20,000+ square feet, and 119 feet long. The proposed Wizer Block Building A is four stories, 
85,698 square feet, and 256 feet long. It is neither small scale nor compatible with other downtown 
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buildings. Proposed Buildings B and C are equally large. They don’t meet code, or the vision and 
objectives of City plans. The best way to accomplish economic vitality is by adhering to those 
plans. He also takes issue with the minimal on-site parking of the development. If parking 
overflows onto neighborhood streets, there won’t be room for walkers and bicyclists. He is also 
concerned about increased traffic on neighborhood streets and how it will affect pedestrian and 
bicycling safety. He urges Council to support the DRC decision and deny this appeal. 

►  Darryl Boom ‒ P. O. Box 328, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

Mr. Boom expressed concern about the massive proportions of the apartment complex that towers 
over its neighbors and Millennium Park. It is much larger than Lake View Village. He is concerned 
the City is disregarding years of master planning to put this project on this block. He asked Council 
to uphold the DRC decision.  

►  Dianne Cassidy ‒ 3601 Wren Street, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ time ceded by Jim 
Cassidy 

Ms. Cassidy indicated that predictability is important for land use. The public has relied on the 
UDP. The applicant claims that the DRC incorrectly used the term village character as a criterion 
for approval, and that its use of small scale structures as a criterion for approval in the Downtown 
Redevelopment Design District (DRDD) is unprecedented. In reviewing the application for the 555 
Second Street condominiums, the term village character is used frequently. They made numerous 
design modifications to comply with small scale structure. Requirements for the 555 2nd 
condominiums appear to have been radically different from what is required for Block 137. She 
outlined several differences. Block 137 appears to be five stories. The appellant claims that the 
east-west passageway satisfies their obligation to create an engaging, pedestrian-oriented retail 
core. Only the opening at First Street is of public interest. The project has two loading zones and 
the developer has promised to add another if necessary. If the project is consistent with national 
averages, it will have about four moving trucks per week. She encourages Council to confirm the 
DRC’s denial of this application. 

►  Jonathan Puskas ‒ P. O. Box 302, 215 Chandler Place, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

Mr. Puskas says he does not think people would be here this evening if Mr. Kessi had complied 
with the February 19 DRC request to break up the buildings into smaller structures and/or if he had 
respected the East End Redevelopment Plan, the code, and the existing precedent that downtown 
has been built on. If the Council commits to this project, with the millions of dollars of public money 
the City will invest, the Council, via the Lake Oswego Redevelopment Agency (LORA), will be a de 
facto co-developer. Therefore, the City has a right to determine how it will look. If the City declines 
this project, it is up to Mr. Kessi to resubmit or to renegotiate with Mr. Wizer. He has previously 
stated that the plan won’t pencil out with fewer than 207 apartments. There are different possible 
explanations to that; the City should not be required to accept an inappropriate and non-compliant 
plan because of Mr. Kessi’s business model. Further, retail begets retail. Expanded retail will 
enhance City revenues. The City should reject Mr. Kessi’s appeal and insist that any developments 
meet the requirements for the compact shopping district by directing that ground floor retail space 
be used as retail space, and not be allowed to be used for private exercise rooms or private patios. 
The buildings should be split up, the density should be significantly reduced, and more parking on 
the private property should be added. The overall size of the buildings should be reduced. He 
asked Council to reject this project as it is being proposed. 

►  Rachel Verdick ‒ P. O. Box 302, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ ceded time to Doug Schmitz  

►  Jon Bell ‒ 14141 Goodall Road, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ time ceded by Marianne 
Dougherty and Garlinn Story  

Mr. Bell is a 3D computer graphics artist, mostly working in television. He visualizes data that his 
clients give him and creates animations and 3D models. He has issues with the size of the 
complex. He gave the presentation he gave to the DRC on July 24; most of the data was taken 
directly from Mr. Kessi’s blueprints. He showed building footprints with their measurements and 
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compared them to a football field. The buildings’ combined footprint is significantly larger than a 
football field. The B building almost entirely fills a football field. He does not know how that could 
be considered a small scale structure. The Buildings A and C also separately fill up a large part of 
a football field. He showed a human figure in relation to the development, from various distances. 
He pointed out some discrepancies in the blueprints. He showed images of the buildings with all of 
the people outside them and some of the cars. He could not fit enough cars for all of the residents. 
He asked Council to deny the project and uphold the DRC ruling. 

►  Joan Gale Frank ‒ 14141 Goodall Road, Lake Oswego, OR 97034  

Ms. Frank presented two photos of traffic on a Thursday night at 6 p.m. rush hour taken on A 
Avenue, one picture facing east and the other west. She expressed concern about a traffic 
bottleneck, the lack of a recent, non-biased traffic study, inadequate parking for residents, and 
moving trucks. Apartment turnover in the Pacific region is 53 percent annually. She expressed 
concern about geotechnical issues. Due to the need for the City to be repaid for its initial 
investment, it will be 2029 before tax revenues are received by the City. She believes it is Council’s 
responsibility to uphold codes and the long term vision for Lake Oswego. This block is supposed to 
be commercial, but is 83 percent residential, with the commercial space geared to tenants. She 
believes the Wizer block should be developed for the benefit of all. 

►  Kay DePree ‒ 146 Sixth Street, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

Ms. DePree was called but did not appear. 

►  Trista Nelson ‒ 1192 Andrews Road, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

Ms. Nelson was called but did not appear. 

►  Tana Haynes ‒ 2277 Summit Drive, Lake Oswego, OR 97035 

Ms. Haynes believes the time is right for redevelopment, but not this project. She asked Council to 
send the developer back quickly so the City can have a compact shopping district that meets 
codes and development plans. This is a residential project, not mixed use. She expressed concern 
about the lack of traffic studies and the increase in neighborhood density. She asked Council to 
uphold the DRC decision. The DRC has an ethical responsibility to do no harm to existing land 
uses. Displacing citizens from a community destination point and not allowing them to have their 
retail core promised to other merchants who came here first is harmful to the City. Studies have 
shown that Lake Oswego citizens come and go about six times a day. People are at the retail 
centers on weekends. Residents of the apartments will block access to the retail core for others.  

The legal arguments the DRC made were solid. Village character definitions have been upheld and 
enforced in the past. Lake View Village was originally a big box design, but the Planning 
Department required it to be broken up into six different buildings. She would like Council to 
recognize that the DRC is the governing body and the Planning Department is the advisory body, 
and not the other way around. 

►  Matt Radich ‒ 705 Ellis Ave., Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

Mr. Radich was called but did not appear. 

►  Jonathan More ‒ 168 Pine Valley Road, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

Mr. More indicated he has a small business at Second and B employing four people. Two of them 
live in the downtown area. He believes he has a lot at stake in the look and feel of downtown, and 
the present village character allows him to attract and retain key employees. He is concerned that 
the proposed development will adversely impact this. The appeal contends that the terms small 
scale and village character are too vague and don’t provide sufficient guidance for acceptable 
projects. Similar terms, such as “reasonable person,” are widely used. The purpose of the DRC is 
to interpret the statutes. He believes the density and size of the proposed development cannot be 
characterized as small scale or village character. He believes the development has a city feel, not 
a village character. He urged Council to back the DRC decision in this case. Overturning the DRC’s 
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decision may set a precedent for appealing all DRC decisions. He enjoys living in Lake Oswego 
and visiting friends admire it. He asks Council to maintain the village character. He is not anti-
development and supports Mr. Wizer’s property rights; the use of public money to fund this project 
entitles citizens to have a say in how City dollars are spent. 

►  Lita Grigg ‒ 321 Third Street, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ on behalf of Save Our Village 

Ms. Grigg noted that the DRC told the developer to break the project up into smaller structures; 
the developer did not. The DRC decided the project did not meet the requirements of village 
character based on small scale structures. The project has ignored key elements and objectives of 
the City’s UDP. She expressed concern about the appearance of hodgepodge development in 
downtown. Lake Oswego codes require structures to be designed to create village character and a 
sense of place. Village character is defined several times in the code as a community of small 
scale structures that appears and operates as a traditional small town. A village is typically 
composed of an assembly of smaller mixed use structures of one to two or perhaps three stories, 
often centered on a square or other public space or gathering area. Millennium Park and Farmer’s 
Market serve this purpose. The park is already densely populated, with more than 21,000 visitors 
annually. She expressed concern the park would be overwhelmed by the proposed development. 

The buildings are three times the size of the six individual Lake View Village buildings and the 
seven Oswego Village townhomes on the other side. Lake View Village parking garage is fully 
owned by the City. It provides the only public parking for Millennium Park. The DRC determined 
that the proposed project was not consistent with the compact shopping district since it primarily 
consists of high density apartments and offers only 13 percent retail use. There is more 
landscaping per square foot than there is retail. The code also states there should be no residential 
on the ground floor.  

The block is designated for a compact shopping district. The property rights issue applies not only 
to Mr. Wizer but to owners of surrounding properties. Lake View Village was originally designed as 
four stories with sixty condominiums but was asked to redesign because it did not meet village 
character of small scale structures. The Lake View Village now has two to three stories with 
significant breaks between the buildings which are public, unlike Mr. Kessi’s courtyard. This project 
does not seem to be held to the same standards as previous downtown projects. The Evergreen 
neighborhood deserves better and deserves to be listened to; its density will increase by about 50 
percent. From the beginning, citizens have expressed concern about the safety of their side streets 
due to increased parking and traffic. Instead, Mr. Kessi focused on window dressing for his 
oversized buildings. Evergreen Neighborhood Association has overwhelmingly voted against the 
current proposal. They deserve a current parking study and to have their concerns addressed. 

Save Our Village is not anti-development. This is a protest against misplaced, inappropriate, and 
harmful development. She asked Council to honor the DRC’s decision. 

►  Katie Williams ‒ 17502 Erin Court, Lake Oswego, OR 97035 

Ms. Williams was called but did not appear. 

►  Timothy Swearingen ‒ 319 North Shore Road, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ ceded time to 
Barry Cain 

►  Anne Meneakis ‒ P. O. Box 153, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ time ceded by Stephanie 
Keenan 

Ms. Meneakis said that the rejection of this application based on village character was not a legal 
error. Mr. Cain was also required to create small scale structures for Lake View Village. One 
building with 220 proposed housing units became five buildings with 39 condos. He was also 
required to fund an objective, thorough traffic study. Lake View Village was compliant with the 
village character code, and it became the defining and standard setting precedent for downtown 
Lake Oswego. Village character was accomplished before the project was presented at the March 
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2002 DRC hearing, when it had only supporters, including the Evergreen Neighborhood 
Association. There were no opponents.  

The proposed project at 286,000 square feet is not comparable to nor compatible with 99,000 
square feet at Lake View Village. The parking garage is owned by the City; Mr. Cain was required 
to build it to obtain LORA support. The connecting structures between the six buildings were 
requested by business and neighborhood representatives to serve commercial needs and create 
an aesthetic solution for concealing the parking garage. Council is being asked to overturn the 
DRC’s decision, deem the applicant’s property rights above the letter of the law, and ignore public 
input.  

►  Dick Spies ‒ 2234 NW Johnson Street, Portland, OR 97210 ‒ time ceded by Don Graham, 
Terri Hearon, and Kathryn Christy 

Mr. Spies is an architect who has practiced in Portland for more than 45 years and is currently 
Senior Corporate Advisor at Mackenzie, an architectural engineering firm in Portland. He was 
asked to assess the proposal by the owners of Lake View Village relative to the Lake Oswego 
standard of village character as it is now and when Lake View Village was designed. He does not 
believe the proposed project meets village character. The DRC has repeatedly determined the 
project did not meet village character because it did not consist of small scale buildings but three 
massive structures. He presented exhibits which were presented to the DRC.  

Mr. Spies noted that at its February 19, 2014 meeting, the DRC told the applicant to break up the 
three large buildings into smaller scale buildings to create village character to complement the 
adjacent developments and Millennium Park. The applicant did not do that. The East End 
Redevelopment plan provides that new or remodeled structures on Block 137 shall be designed to 
complement structures located on Block 138 (Lake View Village), Millennium Park, and the town 
homes on Block 136. The exhibits show that the proposed development on Block 137 does not 
complement the adjacent developments. Each of the three buildings proposed on Block 137 are 
four stories and from 250 to 270 feet long. None of the buildings would fit on a downtown Portland 
block. Neighboring two story buildings in Lake View Village are separated by public access ways, 
are no more than 150 feet long, and are clearly dominated by the proposed project. Lake View 
Village has six separate buildings surrounding a public parking garage that is hidden from view. 
They are separated by public walkways or driveways. Four of the buildings are connected with 
upper level corridors and are connected to the parking garage, but they are still separate buildings. 

Another slide showed the footprint of Lake View Village buildings superimposed on the proposed 
Block 137 buildings. The longer footprint of the proposed buildings dominates the smaller scale 
Lake View Village. The larger three buildings limit pedestrian access to the interior. Parking 
garages in each project are hidden from view. The DRC determined that the proposed project does 
not include small scale buildings.  

A different slide compared building elevations on First Street. The Wizer Block buildings dominate 
Lake View Village buildings, which were determined to meet village character and were restricted 
to one, two, and three stories. The proposed Buildings A and C occupy 88 percent of allowable 
development zone, vs. 58 percent for the existing buildings of Lake View Village. Proposed 
Buildings A and C dominate their neighbors to the east of First Street with an average length of 
building that is 65 percent longer, height that is 28 percent taller, twice as many stories, and have 
an average floor area that is 468 percent greater than the average Lake View Village neighboring 
building.  

Mr. Spies showed a slide of elevations from A Avenue. There is no connection to the interior of the 
block from A Avenue. The proposed building dominates its neighbors to the east and west. It is 115 
percent longer, 28 percent higher, twice as many stories, and a floor area that is 301 percent 
larger. Another slide showed the disparity of height at First and Evergreen. The four story Wizer 
building is 57 feet, 7 inches; the two story Lake View Village building is 40 feet. There is the same 
disparity at First and A Avenue. The elevation of the Wizer Bock building is 53 feet 10 inches; the 
Lake View Village building is 38 feet. 
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The comparison shows that the Wizer proposal is out of scale with Lake View Village and does not 
complement it as required by the East End Redevelopment Plan. That is what the DRC observed. 
The disparity in scale is particularly apparent at the corners of the Wizer Block. Lowering the mass 
of the proposed buildings at these critical intersections would have a huge impact. This, along with 
increasing retail space and adding building breaks that provide enticing access points to the 
interior of the site, would go a long way to meeting the village character and small scale building 
mandate of the DRC. He urges Council to seek these modifications and thanks Council for its 
consideration of the crucial scale and compatibility issues. 

►  Pete Davis ‒ 346 Lake Bay Court, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ ceded time to Greg 
Hathaway 

►  Leslie Pirrotta, 14215 Bridge Court, Lake Oswego, OR  

Ms. Pirrotta noted that the Wizer Block proposal will be more than 280,000 square feet. Ghirardelli 
Square in San Francisco is about 99,500 square feet of restaurants and shops. The Wizer Block 
proposal is too massive for downtown Lake Oswego. In February, the DRC would have denied 
Kessi’s proposal but it gave him a continuance because his attorney said they had significant work 
to do. The DRC gave Kessi a chance to break up the buildings into small scale but he did not. 
Dressing up façades is not significant work and does not equate to small scale. Page 27 of the 
UDP clearly states that downtown housing should have “a random village scale.” The UDP clearly 
designates the Wizer Block as part of the compact shopping district. Only 13 percent retail and 87 
percent apartments cannot reasonably be considered the right mix. Even supporters testified that 
retail begets retail. Retail critical mass is important to the economic vitality of a city. Kessi’s 
proposal cuts the current retail for that block by 50 percent.  

The apartment complex creates its own isolated, self-contained community. It will not enhance the 
downtown experience. Two professional architects and an attorney studied Lake Oswego’s codes 
and found that the Kessi mass does not meet code and does not fit the East End Redevelopment 
Plan requiring high density residential just outside the prime retail core, not in it. Members of the 
DRC are professionals, interviewed and appointed by City government. If Council rejects their 
findings, it throws out 25 years of planning. She asked that the desire to redevelop the Wizer block 
not push the City into an apartment building everyone would regret. She asked Council to reject 
this proposal for the opportunity of a better, smaller, proposal with much more retail that the whole 
community would support. Block 138 was originally denied, and then Lake View Village was 
developed. Overturning the DRC may set a precedent for future government chaos. She asked 
Council to not ignore codes, and to wait for a better proposal. 

►  Shawn West ‒ 617 Seventh Street, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ ceded time to Barry Cain 

►  Stephanie Keenan ‒ 2277 Summit Drive, Lake Oswego, OR 97035 ‒ ceded time to Anne 
Meneakis  

►  Tim Keenan ‒ 2277 Summit Drive, Lake Oswego, OR 97035 

Mr. Keenan was called but did not appear. 

►  Scott Blau ‒ 314 Second Street, Lake Oswego, OR 97034  

Mr. Blau noted that he lived across the street from the proposed development. The use and 
enjoyment of his property is at stake. He and his wife are the original owners of their townhome 
and have lived in Lake Oswego for about 35 years. They believe in a reasonable amount of 
population density. Their development has 39 units in seven buildings with a very livable 
neighborhood feel. It was developed on one of the mixed use blocks in the Urban Plan. The Plan 
put them across the street from a compact shopping block. They felt that by moving there, they 
were in a position to see a greater development of services and shopping options in their future. 
The proposed development has less square footage of retail space than now exists and is instead 
a major apartment complex. The buildings do not match the planning vision of a village style 
community. The development will cause existing small businesses to close or relocate. Portions of 
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first floor space will be taken up by amenities for the apartment residents only. This is not 
encouraging about new retail possibilities for the community. 

Traffic use assumptions downplay the increase in traffic. Neighbors currently experience waiting 
times getting onto A Avenue during morning and evening rush hour. They don’t look forward to that 
increasing with this proposed development. As other blocks in the area are developed, this will 
continue to worsen. Parking is already a concern for them. Friends do not like to visit during 
weekdays or during Saturday Market because of the lack of parking. This proposed concentration 
of apartments will make it more difficult during the day and the night, as opposed to retail business 
which is concentrated during the day. If this development is approved, he believes they will bear 
the brunt of an over-reaching, oversized development that goes well beyond the principle of 
consistent and complementary development of downtown. He asked Council to support the 
decision of the DRC so that something more appropriately sized and purposed can be built on 
Block 137. 

►  Barry Cain ‒ 999 Englewood Drive, Lake Oswego, OR 97035 ‒ representing Lake View 
Village ‒  time ceded by Kristy Light, Timothy Swearingen, and Shawn West  

Mr. Cain noted that when Lake View Village figured out what the City wanted in terms of style and 
scale, they got everyone together in the neighborhood and City and worked out the current project. 
That is when they submitted for design review approval and when they started calling it Lake View 
Village and when no one came to oppose it. Lake View Village is made up of a publicly owned 
parking garage, and six buildings that average 15,000 square feet apiece. The appellant keeps 
trying to say that the parking garage and the four buildings around it are one building, but they are 
not. Some of the buildings have connecting hallways, but they are not one building.  

The Wizer Block proposal has three buildings averaging 90,000 square feet, six times the size of 
one of the buildings at Lake View Village. The proposed apartment buildings would overshadow 
Lake View Village retail buildings. The pedestrian ways they are selling are the spaces between 
the buildings. Retailers don’t want those kind of spaces; retailers want to push traffic out onto the 
sidewalks. When Lake View Village was developed, they did an animation so people could walk all 
the way around the project and visualize what it would be like when the project was completed. It 
cost them $100,000 but it was worth it; they didn’t spend a dime on public relations. Lake View 
Village was built to be a shopping center; people see retail when they look at the buildings. The 
upper stories are incidental.  

They looked for lessees who would make up a good shopping experience. Pendleton was not a 
great fit for Lake Oswego and there is now a vacancy; other businesses there are doing great. 
There are a lot of tenants who would like to go in there, but they are looking for a tenant who will 
make the right kind of shopping experience. If there was a critical mass of retailers there, so many 
more retailers would come. They very often get the objection that there is not a critical mass of 
retailers in downtown Lake Oswego. Bridgeport Village is 400,000 square feet. A lot of tenants 
won’t come if there are not more retailers. Some tenants will only go to Lake Oswego because it’s 
a great market. When national tenants come, they create a situation where the local tenants can 
thrive. Most of the tenants are local. They actually have 65,000 square feet of retail because some 
retail is on the second level. By seeing what is there, it is clear what could be there. He asked the 
Council to imagine if it was doubled or quadrupled, like the Plan calls for.  

When they worked on Block 136 and Tucci’s came in, people said Clarke’s would go out of 
business. When Manzana and Zeppo’s came in, people thought Tucci’s would go out of business. 
It doesn’t work like that with retail. With retail and restaurants, more is better and less is worse. If 
the apartment project gets built, it will be bad for Lake View Village. It will be hard to convince 
retailers that Lake Oswego is headed in the right direction. If the lack of retail doesn’t convince 
them, the lack of parking will. When Lake View Village was designed, they knew there wasn’t 
parking for the park, and they knew that whether there was enough parking would impact the 
success of their retailers and restaurants. It was designed with office above the retail so that when 
the office went away there would be plenty of parking for the park and the retail. That is why the 
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center and the park have been so successful; parking has been readily available, as they planned 
with the City. The Wizer Block project is the opposite and is underparked. There is only one 
parking space per unit, when half the units have more than one bedroom. Even in one bedroom 
units, there will be two cars. That isn’t enough. When restaurants and retailers are supposed to be 
the busiest, the apartment residents and guests will be jockeying for parking on streets and in the 
Lake View Village parking garage at everybody else’s expense. The developer won’t be worried 
about it because they will have sold the project to an institution and be down the road. Lakeview 
Village and Millennium Park are successful because of the parking. This project will hurt Lake View 
Village, its tenants, and its owners. It will destroy the ease of access to the one place the City has 
in common. Once it is done, there won’t be a fix. City code allows the City to stop the project. 

►  Heather Westing ‒ 910 North Shore Road, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ time ceded by Tim 
Boot  

Ms. Westing indicated that she bought a home and an office within five minutes of this 
development just over a year ago after doing a lot of research. She chose Lake Oswego for its 
charming downtown. She has traveled extensively and believes Lake Oswego’s downtown is 
unique and renowned across the country. Cities here and abroad that have created or retained 
beautiful town centers have stayed committed to village character. Despite intense pressure, they 
don’t allow four story, high density apartment complexes with long, unbroken façades into their 
core. It looks institutional and uninviting. She is very pro-development and business. She has 
owned her own business for almost thirty years, and she knows how hard it is to survive as a small 
business. This huge apartment complex wedged into a critical core block will be completely out of 
proportion to the carefully designed buildings that are already in place. If allowed, it will destroy the 
vision that citizens and planners of our City have worked for. Buildings of this scale are appropriate 
in other areas of Lake Oswego: those with sufficient green space to soften the tall walls, with 
access of streets, sidewalks, and loading docks designed to handle the additional traffic. Most of 
the neighborhoods adjacent to downtown lack sidewalks. Allowing this density will force hundreds 
of additional cars each day into the already clogged neighborhood streets, endangering playing 
children, parents pushing strollers, and all who enjoy walking through the town. She asked Council 
to be patient with the next steps to development and listen to the community. The community 
wants a charming town center, with a vibrant mix of two and three story buildings. If the City 
ensures that this and future developments follow a carefully crafted code, that will be a legacy to 
be proud of. 

►  Kathryn Christy ‒ 46 Oriole Lane, Lake Oswego, OR 97035 ‒ ceded one minute to Dick 
Spies  

►  Garlinn Story ‒ 1653 Lake Front Road, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ ceded time to Jon Bell 

►  Tim Boot ‒ 1250 Andrews Road, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ ceded time to Heather 
Westing 

►  Jim Cassidy ‒ 3601 Wren Street, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 ‒ ceded time to Dianne 
Cassidy 

► Greg Hathaway ‒ 520 SW Yamhill Street, Portland (business) ‒ 5 Nansen Summit, Lake 
Oswego, OR 97034 (home) ‒ time ceded by Robert Morgentale, Tom Grigg, and Pete Davis  

Mr. Hathaway indicated he is the attorney for Lake View Village and Save Our Village. The project 
before Council has placed it in unfamiliar territory; it has seriously divided the community and 
placed Council in a difficult position. Mr. Cain described how the community has been 
collaborative, between developers, neighborhood associations, staff, adjacent property owners, 
and other community interests to come up with projects that fit the vision of the community. Lake 
View Village is the epitome of small scale development in Lake Oswego. Mr. Cain testified that it 
took years to get to that point. At the time it was approved, no one opposed it. That is very different 
from the current situation. He believes that if Council reverses the DRC and this project is built, 
there will be a permanent memorial, this development, representing the division in this community 
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that will last forever. He asked if there weren’t things the applicant and Council could do to stop the 
division over this project in the community. Downtown is beautiful now because the community 
came together; that is not what is happening today. 

In the booklet handed out yesterday by Mr. Bolland, in the Executive Summary, there is a box 
called “What If.” It notes that if the developer broke up the buildings, varied the heights and stories, 
and included more retail, the proposal would likely gain community support and avoid separating 
the community. Council should ask the developer “Why not?” He suggests Council try to resolve 
this controversy by affirming the DRC decision, which was carefully thought out, with more than 
twenty hours of testimony. If Council affirms DRC’s decision, it will be a catalyst for the developer 
and Mr. Wizer to figure out how to develop a project that will gain the support of everybody and 
bring the community together. 

There would be serious consequences to reversing the DRC. It would hurt retail, adversely affect 
Mr. Cain’s property values, and overwhelm adjacent development. It would also set a dangerous 
precedent. There are two more blocks in the retail core eligible for development. If they are also 
developed as apartments, it will hurt Lake Oswego. There will be a high-density residential core 
with very little retail. 

The applicant’s attorney yesterday (Ms. White) referred to the DRC’s decision as unlawful. His own 
legal analysis, Exhibit G-580 in the record, concludes that the DRC’s decision was absolutely 
lawful. 

This decision is not about pleasing Mr. Wizer or Mr. Kessi. It is about protecting the historical vision 
for a charming downtown Lake Oswego that has been forged by the community over the last thirty 
years. He asked Council to support the DRC instead of the applicant. 

 (Council recessed at 8:09 p.m. for a break) 

Applicant’s Rebuttal 

►  Patrick Kessi of Evergreen Group LLC  

►  Christe White of Radler White Parks & Alexander LLP 

►  David Staczek of ZGF Architects  

Ms. White (attorney for Mr. Kessi and Evergreen Group) indicated the job was fidelity to the Code, 
to determine what is permitted under the Code and whether they complied with it. She asked 
Council to reverse the DRC on the application of village character. They believe the gym and 
library serve the objectives of the UDP. Much has been said on village character; their arguments 
are reflected in the appeal statement and the supporting legal memorandum. No one on their team 
is saying village character does not apply. They are saying that the definition of village character is 
implemented through the specific standards of the code, which the DRC said they met. If there is 
any question on whether village character definition has been applied as a criterion in the past, she 
asked Council to review the decisions on Block 136 and the 555 Condominiums. The Code is 
required to state reasonably clear standards to guide property owners in the land use approval 
process. The basis of the requirement is about fairness, due process, certainty, and the protection 
of property rights. Those standards are found in sections 5, 6, 9, and 12 of the Downtown 
Redevelopment Design District. They are definitive standards that regulate building siting and 
massing. The DRC found the proposal met the village character requirement as it is defined in 
village code.  

Ms. White asked Council to uphold the finding that the proposal meets all of the recognized criteria 
for village character, and to reverse the DRC’s attempt to create a new standard. She asked 
Council to observe fidelity to code. Regarding scale, she indicated that by her calculations, Lake 
View Village was about 240,000 square feet. The Urban Design Plan is referenced once in the 
Code, and it is the approval criterion for the proposal’s exception. The discussion of a compact 
shopping district and wanting more retail does not apply to this site beyond the exception for the 
gym and library. The site is in the EC zone, and the EC zone lists residential use as a permitted 
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use outright; mixed use, retail, and office are all permitted, and it does not dictate the proportion of 
those uses. She thanked Council for listening to the project and studying the facts and the Code. 
She respectfully requested that Council approve the project with the conditions proposed in the 
staff report. 

Councilor Bowerman asked for clarification on how many stories the project has. Ms. White 
indicated the applicant submitted a rebuttal document in addition to the oral presentation. She 
indicated the project has four stories. The term story is defined in the Code; the DRC applied that 
definition and unanimously found the Wizer development is no more than four stories. Stories 
below grade are not included in the count of stories above grade. Floor to floor heights are greater 
in commercial properties than in residential.  

Councilor Gudman asked the team to address the property value effects on other properties in 
the area. Ms. White indicated the project’s architecture and design is superior and built to attract 
best-in-class retail. It will provide retail across the street from Lake View Village. Residents will 
provide additional business for existing businesses. The effect on neighboring property values will 
be positive. 

Councilor Jordan asked for clarification on the additional loading area and whether it would be 
added. Ms. White indicated it would be added in the garage on the residential side. She indicated 
that national move-in/move-out statistics don’t necessarily apply to this kind of a project with this 
kind of a demographic. 

Councilor O’Neill asked about more access points through the buildings. Ms. White noted that 
accessways are planned to bisect the block. The esplanade is 27-36 feet wide. Landscaping will be 
done to 27 percent of the block. This is a maximum 100 percent building coverage area, and they 
are covering 73 percent. The pathways are not insignificant. There are significant ins and outs 
along all of the façades, most importantly where the building isn’t, at the corner of First and A, 
saving the maple tree. There is a retail plaza there with tables. They created access points with 
esplanades. Mr. Powell noted that the public access easement is only on the east west pathway, 
not on the north south pathway. 

Councilor Gudman asked what traffic studies were done. Ms. White indicated a comprehensive 
traffic study was completed and reviewed by the DRC, which found they adequately addressed all 
the study intersections and streets. All streets will continue to operate at an acceptable level of 
service. 

Mayor Studebaker inquired about first floor residential live/work spaces. Ms. White noted they 
were added at the intersection of Evergreen and Second Street at the DRC’s request. Work is on 
the ground floor and living is on the first floor. The lease agreement ensures the ground floor 
remains a work use. 

Councilor Jordan asked about the design of the live/work spaces. She thought it was important to 
be able to identify that the property is a work space. Mr. Staczek indicated that signage is a 
possibility. There would also be doors onto the pedestrian esplanades. Councilor Gustafson 
indicated he wanted staff to clarify the issue of the parking garage in Lake View Village and how 
many buildings there are under Code. Ms. Hamilton indicated there are two distinctly separate 
buildings. The buildings at the corner of A and First and along First Avenue are connected by a 
walkway or breezeway or office space. That is also true of the buildings along State Street; they 
are connected. They may have had individual building permits, but she would consider them 
connected. She noted that today, by code, parking is not included in floor area ratio (FAR). She 
was not certain whether that was the case when the development was approved. Ms. White read 
an excerpt from Lake View Village’s final decision and order which she said indicated that the 
parking garage was included in the FAR.  

Councilor Bowerman asked about traffic flow, which is projected for the long term to be at almost 
double acceptable levels at the intersection of State Street and A. She quoted from a document (p. 
1146) which said that to date the Transportation System Plan has not identified a capital 
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improvement project to address the future capacity needs at that intersection. She asked what the 
applicant sees ahead in terms of a solution for movement. Mr. Chris Brehmer with Kittelson & 
Associates responded; he prepared the traffic impact study for the site. He indicated that when the 
project is complete, the intersection will operate under capacity. It will meet the City’s level of 
service requirements and the Oregon Department of Transportation’s volume to capacity ratio 
standards. The development will cause an incremental increase in traffic of about 1.3 percent. The 
applicant offered $10,700 (about 30 percent of estimated costs) for future traffic signal 
synchronization to assist in mitigation. Currently ODOT signals cannot communicate with City 
traffic signals. He noted that this project would create less traffic than reoccupying the existing 
building commercially. 

Councilor Bowerman also asked about public and residential parking access; she was concerned 
about cross-traffic and increased traffic on Evergreen. Mr. Staczek indicated that residential 
parking entry is on Second Street. Mr. Brehmer stated his studies indicated traffic would be within 
acceptable levels.  Councilor O’Neill asked staff about Evergreen and Third Streets and whether 
it could be one way. Ms. Rooney stated it hasn’t been studied. 

Councilor Gustafson received clarification that the gym, library, and meeting room on the ground 
floor were considered residential because they were solely for the use of the residents. 

Councilor Jordan asked about the roofline image. Ms. White indicated that as part of the land use 
application process, elevations must be submitted. They appear flat. The rendering was submitted 
to DRC, showing the difference between flat and 3D images.  

Councilor Gustafson asked if there would be an opportunity to ask questions the following day. 
Mayor Studebaker indicated there would. 

Councilor Gudman noted that he had asked staff about total square footage of the Block 137, 
including parking, retail, commercial, and residential above and below ground and the total square 
footage of Lake View Village, including parking, retail, commercial, and residential above and 
below ground. He said staff would have the answer to that question the following day. 

The rebuttal was continued to Wednesday, September 24, 2014. 

3. ADJOURNMENT 

Mayor Studebaker adjourned the meeting at 9:13 p.m. 

 

 

  Respectfully submitted, 

 

  _____________________________ 

  Catherine Schneider, City Recorder 
 

APPROVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL: 
ON ___________________________ 
 
______________________________ 
Kent Studebaker, Mayor 
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